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Abstract

The recently proposed global monsoon hypothesis interprets monsoon systems as part
of one global-scale atmospheric overturning circulation, implying a connection between
the regional monsoon systems and an in-phase behaviour of all northern hemispheric
monsoons on annual timescales (Trenberth et al., 2000). Whether this concept can5

be applied to past climates and variability on longer timescales is still under debate,
because the monsoon systems exhibit different regional characteristics such as differ-
ent seasonality (i.e. onset, peak, and withdrawal). To investigate the interconnection
of different monsoon systems during the pre-industrial Holocene, five transient global
climate model simulations have been analysed with respect to the rainfall trend and10

variability in different sub-domains of the Afro-Asian monsoon region. Our analysis
suggests that on millennial timescales with varying orbital forcing, the monsoons do
not behave as a tightly connected global system. According to the models, the Indian
and North African monsoons are coupled, showing similar rainfall trend and moderate
correlation in rainfall variability in all models. The East Asian monsoon changes inde-15

pendently during the Holocene. The dissimilarities in the seasonality of the monsoon
sub-systems lead to a stronger response of the North African and Indian monsoon sys-
tems to the Holocene insolation forcing than of the East Asian monsoon and affect the
seasonal distribution of Holocene rainfall variations. Within the Indian and North African
monsoon domain, precipitation solely changes during the summer months, showing a20

decreasing Holocene precipitation trend. In the East Asian monsoon region, the pre-
cipitation signal is determined by an increasing precipitation trend during spring and
a decreasing precipitation change during summer, partly balancing each other. A syn-
thesis of reconstructions and the model results do not reveal an impact of the different
seasonality on the timing of the Holocene rainfall optimum in the different sub-monsoon25

systems. They rather indicate locally inhomogeneous rainfall changes and show, that
single palaeo-records should not be used to characterise the rainfall change and mon-
soon evolution for entire monsoon sub-systems.
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1 Introduction

Monsoon systems are coupled atmosphere–ocean–land phenomena that are primarily
driven by seasonal and latitudinal differences in incoming solar radiation. The differ-
ent heat capacities of oceans and continents lead to strong thermal contrasts forming
large-scale atmospheric circulations that reverse seasonally and are characteristically5

accompanied by summer rainfall and winter dryness (Webster et al., 1998). Changes
in any component of the climate system affect the monsoon circulations and result in
strong temporal climate variability on all timescales (e.g. Ding, 2007; Lau et al., 2000;
Wang, 2006). The most pronounced monsoon systems are the North African and Asian
monsoon incorporating the Indian and East Asian monsoon subsystems.10

Prior to the satellite era, observational data of monsoon precipitation and circulations
were scarce, particularly above the oceans. By the use of remote sensing, monitoring
of all monsoon systems has been enabled. The in-phase movement of the global mon-
soon systems partly visible in the seasonal migration of the Intertropical Convergence
Zone (ITCZ) led to the development of a new monsoon concept, i.e. the global monsoon15

hypothesis (Trenberth et al., 2000). This concept suggests that all monsoon systems
are part of one seasonal varying global-scale atmospheric overturning circulation in the
Tropics and Subtropics forced by the annual cycle of insolation and the resultant global
divergent motion. For instance, the African and Indian monsoon share similar decadal
variability (Feudale and Kucharski, 2013). Whether the global monsoon concept can be20

applied to past climates and variability on longer timescales is not yet clear (Trenberth
et al., 2000), although palaeomonsoon studies reveal similarities to the modern global
monsoon concept regarding palaeomonsoon evolution, e.g. similar long-term monsoon
intensity oscillations in different monsoon-subdomains (Cheng et al., 2012).

During the early-Holocene, the main changes in surface boundary conditions com-25

pared to present-day were the remnant Laurentide ice-sheet and differences in the sea-
sonal incoming solar radiation. For instance, 9000 years ago (9 k), the cyclic variations
in the Earth’s orbital configuration (mainly the precession) led to a 10 % higher summer
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insolation on the Northern Hemisphere compared to today (Berger, 1978). In contrast,
winter insolation was decreased by 10 % yielding only small changes in the annual
mean insolation, but an increase of the amplitude of the seasonal insolation cycle.
While the insolation differences have continuously decreased throughout the Holocene,
the present extent of the Northern Hemisphere ice-sheet was already reached dur-5

ing mid-Holocene. According to the global monsoon concept (Trenberth et al., 2000)
and Kutzbach’s orbital monsoon hypothesis of northern hemispheric summer insolation
driving the summer monsoon evolution at precessional scale (Kutzbach, 1981; Ruddi-
man, 2006), one would expect that all boreal summer monsoon systems react similarly
to this insolation change. This would imply an intensification of the summer monsoon10

strength and an increased summer precipitation at early- and mid-Holocene followed
by a gradual decrease of both climate parameters in the course of the time towards
present-day.

Indeed, many palaeoenvironmental records reveal enhanced northern hemispheric
monsoon circulations and more rainfall during the early- and/or mid-Holocene (e.g.15

Fleitmann et al., 2003; Jolly et al., 1998; Peyron et al., 2006; Prasad and Enzel, 2006;
Wang et al., 2005). However, not all reconstructions show a synchronous trend within
and among the different sub-monsoon regions. For the North African monsoon area,
for instance, some records are indicative of an abrupt end of the humid period around
5 k (e.g. deMenocal et al., 2000), whereas other records rather suggest a gradual de-20

cline in annual precipitation during the Holocene (e.g. Kropelin et al., 2008; Francus
et al., 2013). The timing of maximum Holocene rainfall in the Asian monsoon region
strongly depends on the location (e.g. An et al., 2000) and the affecting monsoon
sub-system (Maher, 2008; Maher and Hu, 2006). While moisture levels in the Indian
monsoon region are highest during the early-Holocene, the East Asian monsoon did25

not reach maximum strength before the mid-Holocene (Herzschuh et al., 2006; Wang
et al., 2010). On longer timescales, the precessional cycle is shared by most monsoon
systems, but Chinese speleothems lag the insolation curve by 4 ka, northern African
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records by 2.6 ka and Indian records by 8 ka (c.f. Caley et al., 2011 and references
therein) showing no uniform response to the insolation forcing.

Various suggestions of possible explanations for the deviating precipitation trends
exist, but so far the causal relationships are not clear. Among other reasons, the dif-
ferences in rainfall trends could be attributed to previous misinterpretation of the data5

(Cheng et al., 2012 and references therein; Maher and Thompson, 2012) and/or dif-
ferences in the characteristics of the monsoon sub-systems: at least partly, the mon-
soon response to the orbitally controlled insolation forcing is affected by differences in
the land–sea settings (e.g. Wang et al., 2003, 2013; Wang, 2009) that probably has
also an impact on the strength of involved ocean–atmosphere feedbacks. The Indian10

and North African monsoon circulations are determined by a meridional and interhemi-
spheric land–ocean contrast, while the East Asian monsoon is characterised by a zonal
land–sea contrast (Wang et al., 2001). Furthermore, the impact of other large-scale cir-
culation systems (e.g. the westerly wind system) varies among the different monsoon
sub-systems. For instance, the Indian monsoon system is less affected by mid- and15

high-latitude climate processes than the East Asian monsoon (Huang et al., 2012).
All monsoon systems show differences in the seasonal cycle, particularly in the tim-
ing of onset, rainfall peak and withdrawal. These differences in the seasonality of the
sub-monsoons may lead to differences in the response of the monsoon system to the
Holocene change in seasonal insolation.20

Thus, whether the monsoon systems evolve synchronously or asynchronously dur-
ing the Holocene, i.e. if the global or regional aspect of monsoons predominates on
millennial timescales, is still under debate. To investigate Holocene precipitation trends
in different parts of the Afro-Asian monsoon region and to test the connectivity of
the different monsoon sub-systems in this region, we analyse five transient climate25

simulations covering the last 6000 years, which have been performed using various
coupled atmosphere–ocean–(vegetation)-models. We focus on the following research
questions:
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1. Can state-of-the-art climate models capture the reconstructed precipitation trends
in the Afro-Asian monsoon region, e.g. retrieved from speleothem records?

2. Do the simulations reveal a synchronous precipitation response to the Holocene
insolation forcing for all sub-domains, supporting the global monsoon hypothesis
on longer time-scales?5

3. If differences in the precipitation trend among sub-domains exist, which controlling
mechanisms can be retrieved from the model results, for instance in the context
of changes in the seasonal insolation cycle and differences in the seasonality of
the monsoon sub-systems?

After a short description of the models, simulations and methods used in this study,10

we first assess the performance of the models concerning the representation of the
modern precipitation distribution in the Afro-Asian monsoon domain (Sect. 3.1). The
second part of the results deals with the precipitation change from mid-Holocene to
present-day including a comparison of the precipitation trends in the different models
(Sects. 3.2–3.4). Based on these results, we discuss whether the transient simulations15

support the global monsoon hypothesis for the Holocene monsoon evolution (Sect. 4.2)
and analyse the effect of the differences in seasonality on the Holocene monsoon re-
sponse (Sect. 4.3) as this is the only hypothesis for the deviating precipitation trends
we can analyse with this setup of simulations.

2 Methods20

2.1 Model description and experimental design

To investigate the Holocene rainfall trend in the Afro-Asian monsoon system, we anal-
yse five transient climate model simulations that have been performed in a wide spec-
trum of coupled atmosphere–ocean–(vegetation) models (c.f. Table 1). In the following,
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the models and simulations are introduced briefly; for further details on the simulations
we refer to the original manuscripts.

2.1.1 COSMOS and COSMOSacc

COSMOS is the model of the Community Earth System models network, initiated by
the Max Planck Institute for Meteorology, Hamburg, Germany. The model consists of5

the general circulation model for the atmosphere ECHAM5 (Roeckner et al., 2003) cou-
pled to the land-surface scheme JSBACH (Raddatz et al., 2007) and the ocean model
MPIOM (Marsland et al., 2003). In the version used in this study, JSBACH included
the dynamic vegetation module of Brovkin et al. (2009) representing 8 different plant
functional types. MPIOM was integrated with a horizontal resolution of approximately10

3◦ and 40 levels in the vertical. ECHAM5 was set up in a spectral resolution of T31L19
corresponding to a longitudinal distance of approx. 3.75◦ on a great circle and 19 levels
in the vertical.

In this setup, two transient experiments have been performed. The first one
(COSMOS) was conducted by Fischer and Jungclaus (2011) and started at mid-15

Holocene climate conditions (6000 years ago). The model was brought to quasi-
equilibrium climate state prescribing mid-Holocene insolation forcing and pre-industrial
atmospheric conditions (e.g. CO2-composition of 280 ppm). Afterwards, the orbital con-
figuration was being changed yearly until present-day conditions were reached. The
chemical composition of the atmosphere stayed constant during the entire simulation.20

This simulation covers the last 6000 years. The data of this simulation is available as
snapshots (every 50 years) on the PANGAEA database (Fischer and Jungclaus, 2012).

The second simulation (COSMOSacc) was performed by Pfeiffer et al. (Varma et al.,
2012; Pfeiffer and Lohmann, 2013) in the same way as the first simulation, but us-
ing an orbital forcing accelerated by a factor of 10. This means, the period between25

mid-Holocene and present-day is represented by only 600 instead of 6000 model
years. The chemical composition of the atmosphere was fixed to pre-industrial val-
ues. Similar experiments were also carried out by Lorenz and Lohmann (2004) with
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the ECHO-G model using the acceleration technique for investigations of the climate
of the Holocene.

2.1.2 ECHO-G

ECHO-G (Legutke and Voss, 1999) consists of the atmospheric general circulation
model ECHAM4 (Roeckner et al., 1996) and the ocean model HOPE-G (Wolff et al.,5

1997). A dynamic vegetation model was not included in this setup. The vegetation is
set to present-day conditions throughout the entire simulations. ECHAM4 had a nu-
merical resolution of T31L19 corresponding to approx. 3.75◦ on a great circle and 19
levels in the vertical. HOPE-G had 20 irregularly spaced vertical levels and an effective
horizontal resolution of 2.8◦ ×2.8◦ increasing to 0.5◦ towards the equator. In contrast10

to the newer COSMOS generation the ECHO-G model is flux corrected for heat and
fresh water in order to avoid climate drift. The model was brought to a quasi-equilibrium
climate state using mid-Holocene (7 k) orbital configuration (Wagner et al., 2007). Af-
terwards the insolation forcing was changed after each model year. In the transient
simulation used in this study, the chemical composition of the atmosphere was kept15

constant at pre-industrial levels. The first part of this simulation (7000 BP–4500 BP) is
available on the CERA database (Wagner, 2007).

2.1.3 PLASIM

PlaSim is an atmosphere model of medium complexity (Fraedrich et al., 2005) and was
used in a horizontal resolution of T21 (approx. 5.6◦ ×5.6◦ on a Gaussian grid) and ten20

levels in the vertical. In the simulation used for this study (Haberkorn, 2013), PlaSim
was coupled to the ocean model LSG (Maier-Reimer et al., 1993) and the vegetation
module SimBA (Kleidon, 2006). The model had been brought to quasi-equilibrium on
early-Holocene climate conditions (10 k orbit and atmospheric composition). Then the
transient simulation was started using yearly adapted orbital forcing (Berger, 1978).25

Holocene variations in atmospheric CO2-concentration were additionally prescribed
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from Taylor Dome reconstructions (Indermuhle, 1999). For instance, atmospheric CO2-
content was changed from 265–269 ppm during the mid-Holocene to the pre-industrial
level (280 ppm). The effect of increasing CO2 during the pre-industrial Holocene is
relatively small compared to changes in orbital forcing. Therefore, we do not expect
any substantial impact of the varying CO2-concentration on the results of this study.5

Here, the last 6000 years of this simulation were used.

2.1.4 KCM

The Kiel Climate Model (KCM, Park et al., 2009) is a coupled atmosphere–ocean–sea
ice general circulation model. The atmosphere is represented by ECHAM5 (Roeck-
ner et al., 2003) that ran in the numerical resolution T31L19 corresponding to 3.75◦

10

on a great circle. ECHAM5 is coupled to the ocean–sea ice model NEMO (Madec,
2006) that ran with a horizontal resolution of approx. 2◦ ×2◦ and increased meridional
resolution (0.5◦) close to the equator. The coupled model had been brought to quasi-
equilibrium climate state with early-Holocene orbital configuration (9.5 k) before the
transient simulation started using orbital forcing only (Jin et al., 2014). The forcing, i.e.15

change in orbital parameters, was accelerated by a factor of 10. The chemical com-
position of the atmosphere was set to constant pre-industrial values throughout the
simulation. KCM shows good agreement between simulated precipitation and obser-
vations for contemporary climate, as well as with the hydrological changes during the
mid-Holocene (Khon et al., 2010).20

2.2 Analyses methods of model results

2.2.1 Definition of the time-slices

We compare the simulated climate of the mid-Holocene (6000 years ago, further re-
ferred to as 6 k) and pre-industrial time-slice (here referred to as 0 k). The results
are based on climatological means of 120 years, i.e. 120 model years in the non-25
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accelerated experiments and 12 model years in the accelerated experiments. We are
aware of the short period used to represent the accelerated simulations. Therefore,
we calculated the statistical significance of the rainfall change using the student’s t test
and only show results that are significant on a 95 %-level in case of the non-accelerated
simulations and significant on a 90 %-level in case of the accelerated simulations.5

Thereby, the main aim is the assessment of the physical significance of the rainfall
change.

2.2.2 Inference of rainfall trends and comparison of regional time-series

The different sub-regions presented in this study (cf. Fig. 1) have been defined on
the basis of the leading Empirical orthogonal function (EOF) mode of the precipita-10

tion variations. For this purpose, the ensemble mean of the non-accelerated simula-
tions (i.e. COSMOS, ECHO-G and PLASIM) has been standardized and detrended
by a 500 year running mean. The EOF was calculated afterwards for the African, the
Southern Arabian, the Indian and eastern Asian regions. The monsoon sub-systems
are selected based on the areas showing the highest loadings in the respective region.15

The East Asian monsoon domain is divided into two sub-regions, as it is commonly
characterised by bipolar precipitation pattern in present-day observations, e.g. floods
in the north, droughts in the south (e.g. Ding, 2007).

The rainfall trend series in the different sub-regions are based on 100 year running
means and are displayed as anomalies with respect to the last time-step representing20

the pre-industrial climate. To calculate the correlations among the different monsoon-
sub-regions, the time-series has been detrended by a 500 year running mean. Similar
as for the time-slice results, the seasonal cycle in each sub-region has been calculated
on climatological monthly means of 120 years.
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3 Results

3.1 Model evaluation with respect to the pre-industrial Asian and North African
monsoon climate

In order to get an overview of the representation of the pre-industrial control climate in
the different models we compare the simulated precipitation and 850 hPa summer wind5

field with the Global Precipitation Climatology Project precipitation data (GPCP, Adler
et al., 2003) and modern (present-day) European Centre for Medium Range Forecast
Reanalysis data (ERA, Uppala et al., 2005). As the pre-industrial simulations have
been performed with CO2-concentration of 280 ppm, considerably lower than those
observed for present-day, we expect small biases particularly in the strength of the10

monsoon system and precipitation amount resulting from the different CO2-levels.

3.1.1 Evaluation of the annual precipitation pattern

In general, the models show similar discrepancies to the observed precipitation pat-
tern, but the amplitude of the biases differs (Fig. 2). All models tend to overestimate
annual precipitation in the East Asian monsoon region. This is particularly pronounced15

in the area between the Yangtze and Huanghe River in eastern China, east of the
Tibetan Plateau (100–120◦ E, 25–35◦ N) where pre-industrial annual precipitation ex-
ceeds the modern observations by more than 750 mmyear−1 in most simulations and
the ensemble mean.

In contrast, precipitation in the Indian monsoon region is highly underestimated in all20

models, particularly in Bangladesh exceeding −750 mmyear−1. With the exception of
ECHO-G showing more precipitation than observed, all other models also underesti-
mate precipitation by more than 300 mmyear−1 in large parts of northern Africa. Above
the tropical oceans, the models simulate considerably higher precipitation compared to
observations. However, over these oceanic areas, precipitation observations are also25

afflicted with higher uncertainty.
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Averaged over the entire monsoon region of North Africa and Asia (including oceanic
areas), COSMOS, COSMOSacc and KCM simulate too much precipitation, PLASIM
too little precipitation and ECHO-G simulates similar rainfall as observed. To further
quantify the biases between simulated and observed precipitation, we analysed a Tay-
lor diagram (Fig. 3) and use the standard deviation summed up over all grid-boxes5

as simple measure for the overall model bias (Table 2). Overall, ECHO-G shows the
smallest bias in absolute precipitation, has a similar spatial and temporal variability
as observed precipitation and compares best with the observed precipitation pattern.
PLASIM underestimates the variability slightly and shows the lowest correlation. KCM,
COSMOSacc, and COSMOS demonstrate a very similar skill to simulate the North10

African and Asian monsoon precipitation. Those models slightly overestimate the vari-
ability, but show a good pattern correlation. The ensemble mean reveals the best pat-
tern correlation and also the highest agreement in terms of temporal variability.

3.1.2 Evaluation of the seasonal precipitation cycle

To assess the performance of the models with respect to the seasonal precipitation15

cycle, the simulated pre-industrial seasonal precipitation cycle for each sub-region is
compared to the seasonal cycle derived from present-day GPCP data (Fig. 4): dur-
ing present-day, the rainy season in the North African monsoon (NAM) region starts
in March with rainfall continuously increasing to a rainfall peak of 4 mmday−1 in Au-
gust. Afterwards precipitation declines until October. This seasonal cycle is simulated20

correctly by all models with the exception of ECHO-G which strongly overestimates
precipitation during March to July, leading to peak rainfall already in July. COSMOS,
COSMOSacc, and KCM simulate a similar seasonal cycle as observed but underesti-
mate rainfall rates during the entire rainy season (at summer peak by 1–2 mmday−1).
PLASIM reveals less than 0.5 mmday−1 as precipitation peak which are typical rain-25

fall rates in (semi-)arid regions. Thus, with respect to precipitation PLASIM does not
identify the North African monsoon as monsoon region.
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The observed precipitation maximum over the Indian monsoon region (ISM) is
reached during July following a very rapid increase of rainfall starting in May. None
of the models captures this seasonal cycle. In PLASIM, the rainy season is very short.
Precipitation starts to increase as late as July and peaks not until September. Rainfall
rates are strongly underestimated during the entire rainy season. COSMOS, COS-5

MOSacc, and KCM reveal a similar monsoon season length as observed, but sim-
ulate a double-peak monsoon in July and September. However, also these models
underestimate precipitation during the entire rainy season, particularly KCM by up to
3 mmday−1. Precipitation rates rise slower in ECHO-G than observed and the mon-
soon peak is shifted by one month to August. Rainfall rates are much lower compared10

to observations.
The observed seasonal precipitation cycle in the East Asian monsoon area (EASM)

is different to the cycle in the tropical monsoon regions of Africa and India. Over
this region, precipitation occurs during the entire year reaching rainfall rates of 1–
2 mmday−1 during winter and spring. Nevertheless, the temporal rainfall distribution15

reflects a monsoonal character with summer dominant rainfall and much higher pre-
cipitation rates in summer than in winter. Maximum rainfall is reached during June with
approx. 6 mmday−1. All models except PLASIM are able to simulate this seasonal cy-
cle. However, winter and spring precipitation is strongly overestimated by 1–2 mmday−1

leading to a rainfall peak already in May. During summer, simulated rainfall rates are20

as observed in most models. ECHO-G simulates rainfall rates similar to observed until
May; afterwards precipitation rates are decreasing and underestimated until Septem-
ber. PLASIM strongly overestimates the late summer, autumn and winter precipitation.

The observed seasonal precipitation cycle in the northern East Asian monsoon re-
gion (NEASM) is characterised by weak winter/spring rainfall rates and high summer25

rainfall rates, although being much less than in the other parts of the monsoon do-
main with maximum precipitation rate of only 2.7 mmday−1 in July. Most models cap-
ture the seasonal cycle, but slightly overestimate precipitation year round by approx.
0.5 mmday−1. ECHO-G simulates too little summer precipitation. Similar as for the East
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Asian monsoon region, PLASIM strongly overestimates precipitation during the entire
year.

3.1.3 Evaluation of the monsoon flow (850 hPa wind field)

The summer-half year (MJJASO) wind field in the Afro-Asian monsoon region shows
a number of characteristic features (Fig. 5): the strongest large-scale systems are the5

southeast and northeast trade winds, the circulation around the vast subtropical highs,
i.e. the Azores high and the western Pacific subtropical high, and the strong Indian
monsoon circulation that is canalized at the Ethiopian highlands in the so called So-
mali jet reaching winds speeds by approx. 10 ms−1 in the summer mean. The North
African monsoon circulation is only weakly pronounced due to the inclusion of May and10

October in the averaging period.
All models are able to simulate the summer circulation pattern in 850 hPa, but

they differ in strength of the simulated large-scale circulation systems. COSMOS,
COSMOSacc, and KCM overestimate the Somali jet and the circulation over the west-
ern Pacific leading to a too strong Indian and East Asian summer monsoon circulation.15

In contrast, the African monsoon is weaker and the northeast trade winds above the
Sahara are stronger than observed in these models. ECHO-G and particularly PLASIM
underestimate the Indian and the African monsoon flows. The East Asian monsoon cir-
culation on land is similar to the observed in ECHO-G and overlapped by the Indian
monsoon flow in PLASIM. These results show that, at least in the Indian monsoon20

region, the deficits in simulated rainfall are not related to biases in the large-scale cir-
culation pattern.
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3.2 Mid-Holocene climate

3.2.1 Changes in annual precipitation pattern

Figure 6 shows the simulated mean annual precipitation difference between mid-
Holocene and pre-industrial. All models simulate an increase in precipitation in the
North African and Indian monsoon regions during mid-Holocene compared to pre-5

industrial. In most models, these changes are connected with a shift in the Intertropical
Convergence Zone (ITCZ) indicated by the bipolar difference in precipitation pattern
between ocean and land, particularly in northern Africa. This pattern is consistent with
the increase in Northern Hemisphere summer insolation (Kutzbach, 1981). The largest
changes occur in COSMOS and KCM revealing an increase in precipitation by more10

than 500 mmyear−1 in large parts of the monsoon region.
In the North African monsoon area, the simulated magnitude of precipitation change

differs strongly among the models. ECHO-G reveals a relatively weak response to
the insolation change with an increased mid-Holocene precipitation by less than
200 mmyear−1. PLASIM shows a significant rise in rainfall in entire northern Africa15

including the Sahara, but the strongest changes are concentrated around the Equator.
COSMOS, COSMOSacc, and KCM indicate the strongest increase in precipitation in
a broad area between the Equator and 20◦ N (by up to 400 mmday−1). Regarding the
precipitation increase in the Indian monsoon region, the models are in better agree-
ment among each other. All models show a relatively strong response in a broad re-20

gion extending from India to the central Tibetan Plateau (up to 650 mmyear−1 in KCM).
COSMOSacc is the only model revealing no significant signal.

In contrast to the increased North African and Indian monsoon rainfall during the
mid-Holocene, the models tend to simulate less precipitation in the core regions of
the East Asian monsoon domain. In PLASIM, precipitation decreases by approx.25

200 mmyear−1 in Indochina, eastern China, and over the western Pacific ocean. COS-
MOS and COSMOSacc reveal a significant reduction of precipitation only in central-
eastern China (up to 300 mmyear−1). In ECHO-G, the decrease in precipitation is
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limited to the Indochina Peninsula and the western Pacific. The strong inter-model
discrepancies concerning the rainfall change in the East Asian monsoon region lead to
a non-significant signal in the ensemble mean.

Figure 6 additionally shows pollen-based precipitation reconstructions (Bartlein
et al., 2010) plotted on top of the simulated precipitation changes. Overall, the sim-5

ulated rainfall difference between mid-Holocene and pre-industrial agree well with re-
constructions which reveal substantially increased mid-Holocene precipitation at most
sites. However, the models tend to underestimate the precipitation change, particularly
in northern Africa and eastern China.

3.2.2 Changes in summer to annual precipitation ratio10

Monsoon regions are characterised by high summer and low winter precipitation
rates. Therefore, monsoon regions can be identified by the annual rainfall range
(> 5 mmday−1) and the ratio of summer to annual rainfall. Here, we use one main
criterion of Wang and LinHo (2002) defining the 55 % isoline of this ratio as limit for
monsoonal climate. Figure 7 shows the simulated difference in the ratio of summer to15

annual precipitation between mid-Holocene and pre-industrial times together with the
55 %-isolines at 6 k (blue) and 0 k (grey). The simulated pre-industrial monsoon domain
extends over large parts of northern Africa, India, Indochinese Peninsula and eastern
China. As the annual rainfall range outside the Tropics only exceeds 5 mmday−1 in few
areas, the regions north of approx. 40◦ N (e.g. Mongolia and North-eastern China) are20

only characterised by monsoon-like climate, but do actually not belong to the monsoon
domain. For the pre-industrial period, the simulated Asian monsoon extent is similar in
the different models, but strong discrepancies can be seen in the North African mon-
soon region. The northern border of monsoon characteristic climate range from 20◦ N
in PLASIM to approx. 30◦ N in ECHO-G reflecting the large differences in annual rainfall25

bias.
During mid-Holocene, the monsoon regions are slightly extended. Several regions

experience a more monsoon-like climate, i.e. large parts of the area along the pre-
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industrial monsoon margin where the ratio of summer to annual precipitation is in-
creased by up to 15 % (in KCM, ECHO-G, and COSMOS), the Saharan region where
this ratio increases by more than 20 % (in COSMOSacc, COSMOS, and PLASIM) and
Arabia (particularly in PLASIM and ECHO-G).

3.3 Change in the seasonal precipitation cycle5

Figure 8 shows the simulated change in the seasonal precipitation cycle between mid-
Holocene and pre-industrial for the different monsoon sub-regions:

For the mid-Holocene time-slice, the models reveal a consistent picture regarding
the shape of change in the North African seasonal precipitation cycle (NAM), but they
vary regarding the amplitude. Precipitation is increased from June to November re-10

vealing the strongest signal in August (PLASIM, ECHO-G, and KCM) and September
(COSMOS, COSMOSacc). The most intensive response is shown in COSMOS with
peak signal of up to 3.5 mmday−1. The weakest response occurs in PLASIM with max-
imum values of 0.5 mmday−1 at most. The maximum precipitation difference between
mid-Holocene and pre-industrial time-slice in the North African monsoon region coin-15

cide with the present-day monsoon season peak, suggesting a strong intensity change
of the North African monsoon and not a postponement of the monsoon season.

Similar as for the North African monsoon region, all models simulate increased pre-
cipitation during summer and autumn (May–November) in the Indian monsoon region
(ISM) during mid-Holocene with maximum precipitation values in August (PLASIM,20

KCM, and ECHO-G) and September (COSMOS, COSMOSacc). PLASIM and KCM
reveal the strongest response with 2.5 and 2.2 mmday−1 at most, respectively. In the
other models, the magnitude of rainfall change is similar with maxima ranging from 1.2
to 1.6 mmday−1.

The simulated seasonal precipitation change in the East Asian monsoon region25

(EASM) from mid-Holocene to pre-industrial is very different to the change in the
tropical monsoon domain because precipitation reacts to the insolation forcing year-
round. In most models, winter and spring precipitation are substantially reduced by
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up to 1 mmday−1 (1.5 mmday−1 in KCM). Summer monsoon rainfall is increased by
0.5 mmday−1 (PLASIM) to 1.3 mmday−1 (COSMOS) at most. The strongest enhance-
ment of rainfall occurs in July (ECHO-G, PLASIM), August (KCM) and September
(COSMOS).

Most models simulate slightly decreased precipitation in the Northern East Asian5

monsoon region (NEASM) during mid-Holocene winter and spring. This signal is par-
ticularly pronounced in PLASIM (0.5 mmday−1 at most). During summer, rainfall in-
creases in all models by up to 0.8 mmday−1 (COSMOS). Maximum precipitation is
reached in July (KCM) or August. PLASIM shows a very weak response to changes in
the summer insolation and simulates only slightly more precipitation during October.10

The seasonal precipitation change indicates that the annual rainfall signals in the
African and Indian monsoon region are mostly related to an increase in summer mon-
soon precipitation. In contrast, the decrease in rainfall in parts of the East Asian mon-
soon area (cf. Fig. 6) can not be explained by summer monsoon changes alone. With
the exception of PLASIM, precipitation is also increased in most parts of the East Asian15

monsoon domain during the summer monsoon season revealing that the decrease in
precipitation is related to changes in the pre-monsoon season as previously pointed
out in Dallmeyer et al. (2013).

3.4 Rainfall trend

Figure 9 shows the evolution of rainfall in the different sub-monsoon regions based20

on the non-accelerated climate simulations since the accelerated simulations reveal
a strong year-to-year variability. The time-series are smoothed by a 100 year running
mean to filter out interannual and interdecadal variability. The significance of the trend
is estimated by the signal to noise ratio. Correlation coefficients between the rainfall
time-series of the different monsoon sub-systems are calculated for the original time-25

series detrended by 500 year moving averages.
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For the North-African region, all models show a highly statistically significant (> 99 %)
negative rainfall trend ranging from 40 mm/6000 years (PLASIM) to 280 mm/6000 years
(COSMOS). The trends are relatively linear, but all models suggest a stronger trend in
the first 4000 years, i.e. from 6 k to 2 k, than in the last 2000 years of the simulations.
Both, ECHO-G and COSMOS reveal periods of long-lasting dry and wet phases inter-5

rupting the general trend.
The simulated rainfall trend over Southern Arabia is similar as for northern

Africa. ECHO-G and COSMOS show a highly significant (> 99 %) negative trend of
80 mm/6000 years and 240 mm/6000 years, respectively. PLASIM, however, reveals no
trend in this region. Similar to the conditions in northern Africa, the decrease in pre-10

cipitation is stronger between 6 k and 2 k than afterwards. COSMOS is the only model
that shows a moderate positive correlation (r = +0.53, s. Table 3) between the precip-
itation variability over northern Africa and Southern Arabia. In the other models, the
precipitation variability over those regions evolves independently.

For the Indian monsoon region, all models indicate a similar decreasing trend of15

130–160 mm/6000 years. This trend is highly significant (> 99 %) and linear, but super-
imposed by several long-lasting dry and wet periods. For instance, COSMOS, and to
a minor extent ECHO-G, reveal a prominent long-lasting dry period around 2 k. PLASIM
simulates less precipitation compared to pre-industrial times for some periods in the
last 2000 years. The evolution of precipitation signal simulated by COSMOS shows20

moderate positive correlation with the precipitation variability over Southern Arabia
(r = +0.55) and northern Africa (r = +0.38). In ECHO-G and PLASIM, Indian rainfall
is only weakly correlated with rainfall over northern Africa (r = +0.31 and r = +0.27,
respectively).

The models disagree regarding the sign of the precipitation trend over the East Asian25

monsoon region. COSMOS and PLASIM indicate a slightly increasing trend during the
Holocene of 20 mm/6000 years (significant on 90 %-level) and 80 mmyear−1 (signifi-
cant on 99 %-level), respectively. In contrast, ECHO-G reveals a slightly decreasing
trend 20 mm/6000 years (significant on 95 %-level). The trends are generally linear, but
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the area is characterised by stronger variability than for the other monsoon regions. At
3.8 k and 2.3 k ECHO-G indicates periods with strongly increased precipitation. Most
models suggest no correlation between the rainfall over eastern China and over India
or northern Africa, only ECHO-G reveals a weak negative correlation with the precipi-
tation variability over India (r = −0.19).5

For the northern part of the East Asian monsoon region, ECHO-G and COSMOS
show a highly significant decreasing trend since the mid-Holocene (40 mm/6000 years
and 80 mm/6000 years, respectively). PLASIM suggests an increasing precipitation
trend. While the rainfall trend is linear in ECHO-G and PLASIM, precipitation stays
relatively constant until 4.5 k in COSMOS and decreases linearly afterwards. The rain-10

fall variability over the northern part of the East Asian monsoon region simulated by
COSMOS is moderately correlated with precipitation over northern Africa (r = +0.36),
Southern Arabia (r = +0.34), and India (r = +0.5) and weakly correlated with precipita-
tion in the southern part of the East Asian monsoon region (r = +0.19). ECHO-G also
shows weak correlation between the precipitation variability over these areas.15

4 Discussion

4.1 Performance of the models

Recent studies have identified that climate models reveal large deficits in represent-
ing the mean precipitation distribution, seasonal cycle, and interannual variability of
monsoon systems (Kang et al., 2002; Randall et al., 2007; Boo et al., 2011). Common20

state-of-the-art atmosphere models show poor reproducibility of recent variations in
the monsoon circulation and precipitation (Zhou et al., 2009 and references therein).
Reasons for this might be the large internal variability of monsoons (Krishnamurti et al.,
2006) or deficits in parametrisations of the convective processes in the tropics.

The climate models used in this study overestimate annual precipitation in the sub-25

tropical East Asian monsoon region and underestimate annual rainfall in the tropical
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monsoon regions. However, with few exceptions they are able to capture the seasonal
precipitation cycle and the climatological interannual variability in the different monsoon
sub-systems.

The simulated mid-Holocene climate agrees well with reconstructions in most parts
of the monsoon area regarding the sign of precipitation change. However, the ampli-5

tude is too weak. This result is also shown in other model intercomparison studies, e.g.
based on the simulations undertaken in the Paleoclimate Modelling Intercomparison
Project (PMIP, Zhao and Harrison, 2011). Thus, reconstructions may also overestimate
the Holocene precipitation change as there is some degree of uncertainty in the recon-
structions. As the systematic model biases (e.g. biases related to parametrisations) are10

probably similar for the present-day time-slice and the rest of the transient simulations,
we assume that biases in precipitation do not affect the general credibility of results
inferred in this study as long as only differences to the present-day time-slice are anal-
ysed. Nevertheless on a local scale, the seasonal biases in precipitation may affect the
simulated Holocene climate. For instance, due to the overestimation of modern spring15

precipitation in eastern China, the models might react too sensitively to the insolation
forcing during spring. This would lead to a too strong decrease of rainfall during spring,
overcompensating the increase in summer monsoon rainfall at mid-Holocene.

4.2 Global vs. regional monsoon

In recent years, the concept of “global monsoon” has been introduced, interpreting20

monsoon systems as part of one global-scale atmospheric overturning circulation in
the tropics and subtropics implying a connection between the regional monsoon sys-
tems and an in-phase behaviour of all monsoons on annual timescales (Trenberth et al.,
2000). Whether the global monsoon concept can be applied to past climates and vari-
ability on longer timescales is not yet clear (Trenberth et al., 2000). Although recent25

palaeo-studies support the global monsoon hypothesis (Cheng et al., 2012; Liu et al.,
2012), there are many arguments for a rather regional behaviour and at least regional
characteristics of the different monsoon systems in modern observations and palaeo-
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records. For the Holocene, several studies report an asynchronous rainfall trend in
different parts of the Asian monsoon region (An et al., 2000; Maher, 2008) and an out-
of-phase evolution of the Indian and East Asian monsoon (Maher and Hu, 2006; Wang
et al., 2010). Some records suggest an abrupt end of the humid period in the North
African monsoon area (e.g. deMenocal et al., 2000), whereas other records suggest5

a gradual decrease in rainfall during the Holocene (e.g. Kropelin et al., 2008; Francus
et al., 2013).

The transient simulations used in this study reveal continuously decreasing precip-
itation in nearly all sub-monsoon regions since mid-Holocene. This agrees with most
reconstructions and underscores that the orbitally induced insolation change deter-10

mines the Holocene rainfall trend pattern. However, compared to the reconstructions
of Bartlein et al. (2010), the amplitude of precipitation change is underestimated by the
models. Abrupt changes such as those recorded in the North African monsoon region
can not be seen in the model results, but we chose a relatively large area representing
the North African monsoon eventually smoothing out drastic changes. On local scale,15

abrupt changes might be possible (e.g. Bathiany et al., 2012).
In eastern China, most models suggest an increase in precipitation during the

Holocene that is not supported by the speleothem records in this region (Fig. 10). How-
ever, several other reconstructions report an increasing trend (c.f. Wang et al., 2010
and references therein; Dallmeyer et al., 2013). This conflict between cave records and20

other reconstructions may result from a previous misinterpretation of the data. Recent
studies pointed out that cave records in eastern China may not reflect absolute rainfall
or summer rainfall, but rather represent the moisture source (Maher, 2008; Cheng et al.,
2012 and references therein; Maher and Thompson, 2012). As the caves in China are
located in the influence region of the East Asian and the Indian monsoon as well as the25

westerly wind system, the cave records may indicate the relative strength of the circu-
lation systems. The moist air transported by the East Asian monsoon (oceanic source)
is isotopically less depleted than the air masses transported in the Indian monsoon.
A weakening of the Indian monsoon during the Holocene and the associated reduction
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in the inland penetration into eastern China may have strengthened the influence of the
East Asian monsoon by increasing the transports of less depleted air from the Pacific
to the caves (Maher and Thompson, 2012). Indeed, the transient simulations reveal an
enhanced vertically integrated moisture flux from the Indian summer monsoon region
into eastern China during mid-Holocene (see Fig. 11). However, they do not agree with5

each other regarding the modern moisture flux. COSMOS shows a strong summer
moisture transport from the Pacific to eastern China during pre-industrial times, i.e.
a strong East Asian summer monsoon: in ECHO-G, the vertically integrated moisture
flux is dominated by the Westerlies. In PLASIM, the Indian monsoon is still prominent
in eastern China at 0 k. The misinterpretation of the cave records may be one possible10

reason for the discrepancies between the model results and the reconstructions. How-
ever, most models overestimate present-day spring precipitation in eastern China. The
increasing rainfall trend during the Holocene mainly results from a strong increase of
spring precipitation which overcompensates the reduction in summer monsoon precipi-
tation. This signal may not be realistic for the entire region. Due to the coarse resolution,15

the models can probably simulate the large-scale response to the Holocene insolation
forcing, but not specific regional or local details (c.f. Dallmeyer et al., 2013).

Overall, the transient simulations modify the global monsoon hypothesis, at least on
centennial timescales. Although the Holocene long-term rainfall trend is synchronous in
most monsoon sub-systems, the temporal variability is very different. In this context, the20

model results rather suggest a differentiation between tropical and sub-tropical mon-
soon systems. The North African and the Indian monsoon (both tropical monsoons)
are correlated in all models, i.e. both monsoon systems show a similar response to the
insolation forcing, which can be explained by their strong connection to shifts in the
global Intertropical Convergence Zone. The East Asian monsoon (sub-tropical) is not25

robustly correlated with the tropical monsoon systems in the models. Only COSMOS
reveals a connection between the rainfall in northern Africa, India, and the northern
part of the East Asian monsoon region (NEASM). In this model, the moisture flux from
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India towards northern China is enhanced during mid-Holocene, probably explaining
the strong connectivity of these monsoon sub-systems (cf. Fig. 11).

4.3 Effect of seasonality on the Holocene precipitation trend

Figure 12 displays the pentad of monsoon onset and withdrawal as well as the month
of rainfall peak in the Afro-Asian monsoon region based on the observational dataset5

of the Climate Prediction Centre (CMAP, 1979–2008; Xie and Arkin, 1997). In com-
parison to local observations, the onset is slightly too early (c.f. e.g. Wang and LinHo,
2002), the withdrawal and peak are well presented in CMAP. The figure reveals large
differences in seasonality among the individual monsoon subsystems. The Indian mon-
soon season starts during June and moves to its northern position during early July.10

Maximum precipitation rates are reached at July and the monsoon season ends during
September–October. The North African monsoon breaks out slightly later at the end of
June–July. Monsoon rainfall rates are strongest during July–August and the monsoon
retreats during September–October. In contrast, the East Asian monsoon season al-
ready starts during May-early June in large parts of eastern China. Maximum rainfall15

occurs during June and the monsoon season already ends in July–August. Thus, the
East Asian monsoon season is short compared to the tropical monsoons and the maxi-
mum rainfall rates are observed early in the monsoon season. To analyse the influence
of these differences in the onset, peak, and withdrawal of the monsoon sub-systems
on the Holocene precipitation trend, the analysis is extended to the early-Holocene20

(further referred to as 9 k).
The precession of the Equinoxes leads to shifts in the date of Perihelion, i.e. the date

of smallest distance between Sun and Earth. Every 1900 years, Perihelion is shifted
by one month (Ruddiman, 2008). At present-day, Perihelion occurs early in January,
leading to rather warm winters and mild summers in the Northern Hemisphere. During25

early-Holocene (9 k), the date of Perihelion was in August and at mid-Holocene (6 k) by
the end of September. This change in Perihelion determines the time of maximum inso-
lation change compared to present-day. Thus, maximum insolation change coincides
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with peak rainy season in northern Africa and India during early-Holocene and coin-
cides with late monsoon season at mid-Holocene. For the East Asian monsoon sys-
tem, maximum insolation occurs at the end of the rainy season during early-Holocene
and after the rainy season at mid-Holocene. How do these zonally uniform insolation
changes affect the sub-monsoon regions that have such different seasonal cycles?5

Considering only insolation variations as forcing for Holocene precipitation changes,
several hypotheses can be proposed:

1. Hypothesis: the increase in summer monsoon precipitation compared to present-
day is larger at 9 k than at 6 k, because the maximum insolation change at 9 k is
larger and in phase with the present-day monsoon season.10

2. Hypothesis: the shift in maximum insolation change from summer at 9 k towards
autumn in 6 k should lead to an intensification of the summer monsoon at 9 k and
a prolongation of the monsoon season at 6 k in comparison to present-day.

3. Hypothesis: the East Asian monsoon does not benefit as much as the tropical
monsoon systems from the enhancement of summer insolation in the early- and15

mid-Holocene because the maximum insolation increase occurs after the present-
day monsoon season.

In the following, these hypotheses are discussed based on the transient climate simu-
lation performed in the Kiel Climate Model (KCM), because this is the sole simulation
in the here considered transient simulations that covers the early-Holocene and have20

been undertaken in a comprehensive global climate model. Furthermore, the synthe-
sis of reconstruction drawn by Wang et al. (2010) are analysed regarding the timing
of wettest period during the Holocene to see whether the differences in seasonality
among the sub-monsoon system lead to systematic differences in the Holocene rain-
fall optimum.25
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4.3.1 What does the transient simulation performed in KCM shows?

The impact of insolation on past monsoon climates has been analysed intensively with
climate models before. However, only few studies concentrate on the aspect of dis-
similar seasonality in different sub-monsoon systems and on how the response to or-
bitally induced insolation forcing might be affected by this seasonality. Braconnot and5

Marti (2003) point out that the response of the monsoon circulation depends on the
timing of maximum summer insolation change and that the timing of seasonal cycle
may explain the leads and lag times between insolation forcing and monsoonal recon-
structions. The Indian monsoon is particularly strong in case of maximum insolation
right before or early in the monsoon season (during May/June). The increase in rainfall10

is larger over Southeast Asia than over India in case of a later forcing (July). Marzin
and Braconnot (2009) showed in coupled atmosphere–ocean model simulations with
prescribed insolation forcing that the relative intensification of the Indian and African
monsoons are partly determined by the changes in seasonality as the monsoon sys-
tem is enhanced at most, when the insolation forcing is in phase with the seasonal15

development of the monsoon system. According to their simulation the Indian sum-
mer monsoon is prolonged and stronger during the early-Holocene than during the
mid-Holocene. In contrast, the North African monsoon is comparably enhanced at both
time-slices. In the following, we analyse the effect of insolation changes on different
monsoon systems based on the KCM simulation because this simulation also covers20

the early-Holocene. The change in seasonal precipitation cycle between 9 k, 6 k, 3 k,
and 0 k can be seen in Fig. 13. The seasonal cycle of insolation change at 30◦ N and
50◦ N as well as the meridional gradient in insolation change (30◦ N–30◦ S) are shown
in Fig. 14.

Confirming the first hypothesis, the increase in monsoon precipitation over the North25

African and Indian monsoon region is higher at 9 k than at 6 k and higher at 6 k than
at 3 k. The precipitation signal over northern Africa follows the change in insolation
gradient (30◦ N–30◦ S) with a lag time of about one month. This insolation gradient
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anomaly is positive during spring and strongly increases in March at 9 k and in April
at 6 k leading to an earlier onset of the monsoon season over northern Africa during
early-Holocene than at mid-Holocene. The insolation gradient anomaly at 9 k exceeds
the anomaly at 6 k during the entire monsoon season until August. This (+1 month lag)
is also the period in which the precipitation difference to present-day is larger at 9 k than5

at 6 k. In September, the insolation gradient becomes negative at 9 k and at 6 k. This
results in a fast decline of the rainfall signal and similar endings of the monsoon season
during both periods. This result does therefore not support the second hypothesis of
a postponed rainy season at 6 k. However, over northern Africa as well as over India,
the largest change in precipitation between 9 k and 6 k occurs in the first half of the10

monsoon season, while the precipitation difference between 6 k and 3 k particularly
accumulates during peak time and afterwards. This is in accordance with the insolation
forcing.

According to KCM, the onset of the rain period over the Indian monsoon region is
similar for all here considered time-slices. Thus, the precipitation variability is neither15

fully determined by the change in the insolation gradient nor by the insolation change
on the Northern Hemisphere (here 30◦ N). During early-Holocene and mid-Holocene,
the increase in precipitation is more pronounced over northern Africa (+140 % and
+73 % compared to present-day, Table 4) than over India (+93 and +50 %). This is
probably also related to the strong dependence of the North African monsoon on the20

interhemispheric insolation gradient that is more favourably changed with respect to an
enhancement of monsoon systems than the insolation change at 30◦ N alone.

The East Asian monsoon region experiences minor rainfall changes compared to
the tropical monsoon systems, confirming the third hypothesis. The annual averaged
precipitation amount is similar for 9 k and 0 k. During mid-Holocene, rainfall is slightly25

increased by 2 %. However, the 9 k-signal is an intensification of the 6 k-signal, i.e. the
decrease in spring precipitation is more pronounced at 9 k than at 6 k balancing the
higher increase in summer precipitation at 9 k. The simulated East Asian monsoon
rainfall signal reveals no clear relationship to the change in insolation, indicating that
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other factors might be more relevant. For instance, the climate in eastern Asia may be
more sensitive to ocean feedbacks due to the special land–ocean configuration (Maher,
2008). The large meridional extent and the dependence of the East Asian monsoon on
the Western Pacific subtropical high, probably makes the East Asian monsoon more
constrained by the ocean thermal inertia (Wang et al., 2003). Furthermore, eastern5

Asia is more affected by the westerly wind circulation than the Indian or North African
monsoon region.

Overall, KCM shows an impact of the differences in seasonality on the seasonal
distribution of the Holocene precipitation change, but does not indicate a systematic
effect of the seasonality on the timing of the Holocene rainfall optimum. Sensitivity10

experiments will help to further investigate the physical mechanisms of the different
responses in the sub-systems of the Afro-Asian monsoon system.

4.3.2 What do reconstructions show?

Figure 15 shows the start, the mid-point, and the end of the wettest period in the
last 15 000 years based on the reviewed reconstructions by Wang et al. (2010), but15

extended by reconstructions from Africa and new published records from East Asia.
The reconstructions so far cover only the Asian monsoon region and eastern Africa, but
not the North African monsoon area where no comparable synthesis of reconstructions
exists.

The reconstructions reveal no systematic differences in rain optimum between the20

sub-monsoon domains, but regional tendencies: over eastern Africa, the wettest pe-
riod starts early in Holocene or even before (9 k–13 k) at most sites. The end of the
optimum is variable, ranging from 1 k–11 k. On average, the wettest periods last from
11 k to 5 k in southern hemispheric eastern Africa and from 10 k to 6 k in northern hemi-
spheric eastern Africa. Few records exist for the Indian region and they do not agree25

regarding the start and end of the Holocene rainfall optimum. For the Indian monsoon
area as defined in this study, the wettest period begins at 9 k and already ends at 7 k, on
average. The Holocene rainfall optimum over south-eastern China starts early between
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9 k and 13 k at most sites. However, several caves records are located in this region
that may rather indicate the moisture source than the absolute rainfall (cf. Sect. 4.2.2).
Thus, these records may portray the strong Indian monsoon. In the northern part of
eastern China, the start of the wettest period is very different, but several sites indicate
a late rainfall optimum (between 3 k and 7 k). The wettest period terminates between5

3 k and 5 k for many regions. Over the East Asian monsoon region defined for this study
(EASM), the rain optimum period lasts from 10 k to 6 k, on average. In the northern part
of the East Asian monsoon region (NEASM), the wettest period starts at 8 k and ends
at 6 k, on average.

This synthesis of reconstructions, with respect to the timing of Holocene rainfall max-10

imum, reveals that single records cannot be used to characterise the monsoon subsys-
tems and to draw conclusion regarding the timing of maximum monsoon intensity. Fur-
thermore, the reconstructions do not indicate an effect of seasonality on the Holocene
rainfall trends and are thus in line with the model results. However, the synthesis of
reconstruction by Wang et al. (2010) is based on various proxies. Even though all may15

record information on moisture changes, each proxy at each site may record a unique
signal with respect to precipitation/moisture seasonality and amount.

5 Summary and conclusions

Monsoon circulations are primarily driven by seasonal and latitudinal differences in
incoming solar radiation. Recent observations indicate an in-phase variability of all bo-20

real monsoon systems on annual and even decadal time-scales leading to the estab-
lishment of the global monsoon concept. Whether this concept can be applied to past
monsoon variability is still an open question (Trenberth et al., 2000). Reconstructions
reveal large differences in the palaeo-monsoon evolution and suggest e.g. the different
seasonality of the monsoon systems to be responsible for the asynchronous monsoon25

precipitation change.
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The Holocene rainfall trend in different sub-areas of the Afro-Asian monsoon region
has been analysed on the basis of five transient climate model simulations covering
the last 6000 years. These simulations have been performed within a wide spectrum
of coupled atmosphere–ocean–(vegetation) models forced with prescribed changes in
Earth’s orbital parameters during the Holocene. To extend the analysis to the early-5

Holocene and to investigate changes in the seasonal cycle of the monsoon systems,
the transient simulation undertaken with the Kiel Climate Model (KCM, Park et al.,
2009) has been used, covering the last 9500 years. Our analysis addresses the follow-
ing questions: can these climate models capture the modern precipitation distribution
and the reconstructed rainfall trend in the different parts of the Afro-Asian monsoon10

region? Do the monsoon sub-systems respond synchronously to the Holocene insola-
tion forcing, supporting the global monsoon hypothesis? Is the Holocene precipitation
response to the insolation forcing affected by the miscellaneous seasonality in the dif-
ferent monsoon subsystems?

(a) Model evaluation:15

– The models represent the modern precipitation pattern, but they tend to under-
estimate annual precipitation in the tropical monsoon regions, i.e. northern Africa
(by more than 300 mmyear−1) and India (by more than 750 mmyear−1), and over-
estimate annual rainfall over eastern China (by more than 750 mmyear−1).

– The pattern of precipitation change is similar to the reconstructions of Bartlein20

et al. (2010), showing an increased annual precipitation in most parts of the mon-
soon region at mid-Holocene compared to pre-industrial times. However, the am-
plitude of the precipitation signal is too weak in the models.

– In some parts of the East Asian monsoon region precipitation is decreased by
200–300 mmyear−1 during mid-Holocene. Regarding the location of these areas,25

the models are in disagreement leading to non-significant results in the ensemble
mean. The decrease in precipitation is not in line with most reconstructions as
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these show lower mid-Holocene precipitation rates only at few sites in eastern
Asia.

– The seasonal cycle of precipitation is captured by most models over most areas
with only few exceptions. The simulations reveal two modes of seasonal precipi-
tation change between mid-Holocene and the pre-industrial period: in the tropical5

monsoon systems, precipitation is increased during the entire monsoon season
but unchanged during the rest of the year. In contrast, the East Asian monsoon
region experiences a decrease of precipitation during spring and an increase of
precipitation during summer, partly compensating each other.

(b) Synchronous vs. asynchronous response to Holocene insolation forcing:10

– Over the North African and Indian monsoon region as well as Southern Arabia,
all models simulate a negative Holocene precipitation trend. Rainfall also declines
in the northern part of the East Asian monsoon region in all simulations with the
exception of PLASIM.

– In the core region of the East Asian monsoon domain, precipitation is increasing15

during the Holocene. Here, only ECHO-G suggests a negative rainfall trend. The
increasing trend is not in line with the cave records in eastern Asia showing a de-
creasing rainfall trend during the Holocene. However, recent studies have pointed
out that the cave records in eastern Asia may have been misinterpreted so far,
not portraying absolute precipitation but rather the source region of the moisture20

(e.g. Maher and Thompson, 2012).

– The transient simulations modify the global monsoon concept, at least on cen-
tennial to millennial timescales. Although the rainfall trend is similar in most sub-
monsoon regions, the rainfall variations are only partly correlated. COSMOS re-
veals moderate correlation between the precipitation signal over India and north-25

ern Africa (r = +0.38) as well as the northern part of the East Asian monsoon
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region and India (r = +0.5) and northern Africa (r = +0.36). In this model, the
moisture flux from India to North eastern China is intensified at 6 k, probably ex-
plaining the strong connection of India and the northern part of the East Asian
monsoon. The other models suggest only weak correlations between the tropi-
cal monsoon sub-monsoon systems and no correlation at all with the East Asian5

monsoon.

– Our results suggest a coupling between the tropical monsoon systems of India
and northern Africa, but an independent evolution of the East Asian monsoon
during the Holocene.

(c) Seasonality10

– In line with the Holocene insolation forcing, the increase in precipitation compared
to pre-industrial times over northern Africa and India is larger during the early-
Holocene than during the mid-Holocene (25 and 15 %, respectively).

– The strongest insolation change at early- and mid-Holocene occurs during the
present-day tropical monsoon season peak (July–August), but at the end of the15

rainy season in the East Asian monsoon region. Therefore, the tropical monsoon
systems react more sensitive to the insolation forcing than the East Asian mon-
soon.

– The change in seasonal precipitation over northern Africa strongly follows the
meridional interhemispheric insolation gradient (here: 30◦ N–30◦ S) with a lag time20

of about one month. Precipitation is predominantly increased during summer (by
up to 3.5 mmday−1) and not changed in the cold season (November–March). The
differences in the timing of the strong insolation increase during spring leads to
an onset of the North African monsoon one month earlier at 9 k than at 6 k. The
withdrawal is similar for both periods.25

– The Indian monsoon rainfall change is neither determined by the interhemispheric
insolation gradient nor the northern hemispheric insolation change in KCM. The
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onset and withdrawal of the rainy season is not affected by the insolation forcing.
Similar to the North African monsoon region, the precipitation predominantly in-
creases during summer with maximum rainfall rates of 2.6 mmday−1 at 9 k and
2.2 mmday−1 at 6 k.

– The East Asian monsoon experiences minor rainfall changes during the Holocene5

because the insolation-induced increase in precipitation during the summer mon-
soon season is counter-balanced by a decrease in spring precipitation. The an-
nual averaged rainfall sum is similar for 9 k and for pre-industrial times and in-
creased by 2 % during mid-Holocene. The change in East Asian monsoon precip-
itation is only partly driven by the Holocene insolation signal. Our results show that10

this monsoon sub-system is probably also affected by other factors, for instance
related to ocean–atmosphere-interactions or processes related to the westerly
wind circulation.

– Besides the seasonal distribution of the rainfall change that is determined by
the present-day seasonal cycle in the different monsoon sub-systems, the tran-15

sient simulation reveals no systematic influence of the different seasonality on the
Holocene precipitation change.

– The synthesis of reconstructions for the Asian and eastern African area reveals no
systematic differences in rainfall optimum between the sub-monsoon systems dur-
ing the Holocene as they rather indicate locally inhomogeneous rainfall changes.20

However, averaged over the different records, they show the tendency of an early
occurrence of the wettest period in eastern Africa (10 k–6 k), southern China
(10 k–6 k), and India (9 k–7 k). The rainfall optimum in the northern part of the
East Asian monsoon region starts and ends slightly later (8 k–6 k). Thus, the re-
constructions analysed in this study do not support the hypothesis of an effect25

of the seasonality on the Holocene rainfall history. They rather suggest, that sin-
gle records should not be used to characterise the rainfall change for the entire
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monsoon subsystems and that one cannot draw conclusion regarding the timing
of maximum monsoon intensity using only single records.
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Table 1. Overview of all transient climate simulations considered in this study, including reso-
lution (Res.), application of the forcing (Acc.), i.e. accelerated or not, and handling of dynamic
vegetation in the model.

Simulation Model Reference Res. Forcing Acc. Dyn. veg.

COSMOS ECHAM5/JSBACH-MPIOM Fischer and Jungclaus (2011) T31L19 orbit no yes
ECHO-G ECHAM4-HOPE-G Wagner et al. (2007) T31L19 orbit no no
PLASIM PlaSim-LSGocean-Simba Haberkorn (2013) T21L10 orbit+GHG no yes
COSMOSacc ECHAM5/JSBACH-MPIOM Varma et al. (2012);

Pfeiffer and Lohmann (2013)
T31L19 orbit yes yes

KCM ECHAM5-NEMO Jin et al. (2014) T31L19 orbit yes no
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Table 2. Absolute rainfall [mmyear−1] in the Afro-Asian monsoon region (including land and
ocean. cf. Fig. 6) and standard rainfall error [mmday−1] averaged over all grid-boxes in this
region.

GPCP COSMOS ECHO-G PLASIM COSMOSacc KCM ENSMEAN

Rainfall
[mmyear−1]

941.7 1016.8 965.0 862.1 1052.2 998.2 978.9

Error
[mmd−1]

– 0.99 1.39 1.51 1.57 1.39 1.16
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Table 3. Pearson’s correlation coefficient for the rainfall time series in different monsoon sub-
region, i.e. Indian monsoon region (ISM), North African monsoon region (NAM), East Asian
monsoon region (EASM), northern part of the East Asian monsoon region (NEASM), and
Southern Arabia (SARAB). The time series have been detrended by a 500 yr moving aver-
age before calculating the correlation coefficients. Only the non-accelerated simulations have
been used.

COSMOS ISM NAM EASM NEASM SARAB

ISM 1.00 – – – –
NAM 0.38 1.00 – – –
EASM −0.08 −0.02 1.00 – –
NEASM 0.50 0.36 0.19 1.00 –
SARAB 0.55 0.53 0.03 0.34 1.00

ECHO-G ISM NAM EASM NEASM SARAB

ISM 1.00 – – – –
NAM 0.31 1.00 – – –
EASM −0.19 −0.02 1.00 – –
NEASM 0.12 0.20 0.17 1.00 –
SARAB −0.08 −0.01 0.10 −0.15 1.00

PLASIM ISM NAM EASM NEASM SARAB

ISM 1.00 – – – –
NAM 0.27 1.00 – – –
EASM −0.08 0.03 1.00 – –
NEASM −0.11 0.09 0.17 1.00 –
SARAB −0.22 −0.02 −0.10 −0.02 1.00

ENSMEAN ISM NAM EASM NEASM SARAB

ISM 1.00 – – – –
NAM 0.41 1.00 – – –
EASM 0.00 0.06 1.00 – –
NEASM 0.23 0.22 0.38 1.00 –
SARAB 0.32 0.36 0.20 0.30 1.00
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Table 4. Annual mean relative precipitation difference [%] between 6 k and 0 k for each simula-
tion, averaged over the different monsoon sub-regions. For KCM, the precipitation differences
between 9 k and 6 k and 9 k and 0 k are also shown.

ECHO-G COSMOS PLASIM KCM COSMOSacc
6 k–0 k 6 k–0 k 6 k–0 k 9 k–0 k 6 k–0 k 9 k–6 k 6 k–0 k

NAM 23.7 173.3 100.0 139.6 92.5 24.5 130.4
NEASM 10.6 16.2 −3.3 26.7 14.7 10.5 6.4
EASM 1.7 −1.3 −3.6 −0.2 2.4 −2.6 −4.6
ISM 23.4 23.9 44.2 72.5 50.0 15.0 17.0
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 1 

Fig. 1: Definition of the different monsoon sub-regions used in this study (shaded) and location of 2 

caves in the East Asian monsoon region (letters) for which speleothem records exist, i.e. Dongge cave 3 

(D, 25.32°N, 108.09°E, Wang et al., 2005), Heshang Cave (H, 30.45°N, 110.42°E, Hu et al., 2008), 4 

Lianhua Cave (L, 29.29°N, 109.32°E, Cosford et al., 2008), and Jiuxian Cave (J, 33.34°N, 109.6°E, 5 

Cai et al., 2010). 6 

Fig. 1. Definition of the different monsoon sub-regions used in this study (shaded) and loca-
tion of caves in the East Asian monsoon region (letters) for which speleothem records exist,
i.e. Dongge cave (D, 25.32◦ N, 108.09◦ E, Wang et al., 2005), Heshang Cave (H, 30.45◦ N,
110.42◦ E, Hu et al., 2008), Lianhua Cave (L, 29.29◦ N, 109.32◦ E, Cosford et al., 2008), and
Jiuxian Cave (J, 33.34◦ N, 109.6◦ E, Cai et al., 2010).
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 1 

 2 

Fig. 2: Biases in annual mean precipitation [mm/year] between the different transient simulations (last 3 

100 years, i.e. 0k) and modern observed climate, represented by the precipitation data of the Global 4 

Precipitation Climatology Project (GPCP, Adler et al., 2003). 5 

Fig. 2. Biases in annual mean precipitation [mmyear−1] between the different transient simu-
lations (last 100 years, i.e. 0 k) and modern observed climate, represented by the precipitation
data of the Global Precipitation Climatology Project (GPCP, Adler et al., 2003).
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 1 

Fig. 3: Taylor diagram showing the pattern correlation, normalised standard deviation and normalised 2 

root-mean- square error (grey circles) of the simulated precipitation in the different models (0k-time-3 

slice) for the Afro-Asian monsoon region. Reference dataset: GPCP (white dot). 4 

 5 

Fig. 3. Taylor diagram showing the pattern correlation, normalised standard deviation and nor-
malised root-mean-square error (grey circles) of the simulated precipitation in the different mod-
els (0 k-time-slice) for the Afro-Asian monsoon region. Reference dataset: GPCP (white dot).
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 1 

Fig. 4: Simulated pre-industrial seasonal precipitation cycle compared to GPCP observational data (in 2 

mm/day), for different regions in the Afro-Asian monsoon domain, i.e. North African monsoon region 3 

(NAM), Indian monsoon region (ISM), East Asian monsoon region (EASM), and northern part of the 4 

East Asian monsoon region (NEASM). Please note the change in scale. 5 

Fig. 4. Simulated pre-industrial seasonal precipitation cycle compared to GPCP observational
data (in mmday−1), for different regions in the Afro-Asian monsoon domain, i.e. North African
monsoon region (NAM), Indian monsoon region (ISM), East Asian monsoon region (EASM),
and northern part of the East Asian monsoon region (NEASM). Please note the change in
scale.
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 1 

Fig. 5: Simulated pre-industrial (0k) atmospheric circulation in 850hPa (vector, m/s) and wind 2 

intensity (shaded, m/s) during the summer season (MJJASO).  3 

Fig. 5. Simulated pre-industrial (0 k) atmospheric circulation in 850 hPa (vector, ms−1) and wind
intensity (shaded, ms−1) during the summer season (MJJASO).
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 1 

Fig. 6: Simulated mean annual precipitation difference (shaded, mm/year) between mid-Holocene (6k) 2 

and pre-industrial (0k). Only significant values are shown, i.e. significant on 95%-level (Student’s T-3 

Test) for the non-accelerated experiments (ECHO-G, COSMOS, PLASIM) and significant on 90%-4 

level for the accelerated experiments (COSMOSacc, KCM). The ensemble mean (ENSMEAN) is 5 

defined significant, if all simulations agree in sign of the precipitation change in the individual grid-6 

boxes. The reconstructions of Bartlein et al. 2010 are additionally shown (dots). 7 

Fig. 6. Simulated mean annual precipitation difference (shaded, mmyear−1) between mid-
Holocene (6 k) and pre-industrial (0 k). Only significant values are shown, i.e. significant
on 95 %-level (Student’s T Test) for the non-accelerated experiments (ECHO-G, COSMOS,
PLASIM) and significant on 90 %-level for the accelerated experiments (COSMOSacc, KCM).
The ensemble mean (ENSMEAN) is defined significant, if all simulations agree in sign of the
precipitation change in the individual grid-boxes. The reconstructions of Bartlein et al. (2010)
are additionally shown (dots).
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 1 

Fig. 7: Change in the ratio of summer to annual precipitation between mid-Holocene (6k) and pre-2 

industrial (0k) indicating the expansion of the Afro-Asian monsoon region. The grey and blue line 3 

marks the pre-industrial and mid-Holocene extent of the monsoon region, respectively, i.e. the 55%-4 

isoline of the summer to annual precipitation ratio. 5 

Fig. 7. Change in the ratio of summer to annual precipitation between mid-Holocene (6 k) and
pre-industrial (0 k) indicating the expansion of the Afro-Asian monsoon region. The grey and
blue line marks the pre-industrial and mid-Holocene extent of the monsoon region, respectively,
i.e. the 55 %-isoline of the summer to annual precipitation ratio.
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 1 

Fig. 8: Simulated change in the seasonal precipitation cycle between mid-Holocene and pre-industrial 2 

(mm/day) for different regions in the Afro-Asian monsoon domain, i.e. North African monsoon region 3 

(NAM), Indian monsoon region (ISM), East Asian monsoon region (EASM), and northern part of the 4 

East Asian monsoon region (NEASM). Please note the change in scale. 5 

Fig. 8. Simulated change in the seasonal precipitation cycle between mid-Holocene and pre-
industrial (mmday−1) for different regions in the Afro-Asian monsoon domain, i.e. North African
monsoon region (NAM), Indian monsoon region (ISM), East Asian monsoon region (EASM),
and northern part of the East Asian monsoon region (NEASM). Please note the change in
scale.
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 1 

Fig. 9: Simulated rainfall trend (100-yr-running mean, in mm/year) in different sub-regions of the 2 

Afro-Asian monsoon domain, displayed as anomaly to the last time-step representing the pre-3 

industrial climate. The regions are:  North African monsoon region (NAM), Southern Arabia 4 

(SARAB), Indian monsoon region (ISM), East Asian monsoon region (EASM), and northern part of 5 

the East Asian monsoon region (NEASM). 6 

 7 

 8 

 9 

 10 

Fig. 9. Simulated rainfall trend (100 yr-running mean, in mmyear−1) in different sub-regions of
the Afro-Asian monsoon domain, displayed as anomaly to the last time-step representing the
pre-industrial climate. The regions are: North African monsoon region (NAM), Southern Arabia
(SARAB), Indian monsoon region (ISM), East Asian monsoon region (EASM), and northern
part of the East Asian monsoon region (NEASM).
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 2 

 3 

Fig. 10: Reconstructed speleothem oxygen isotope records (d18O, per mil) taken from different caves 4 

in the East Asian monsoon region (c.f.Fig.1), i.e.: Lianhua Cave (29.29°N, 109.32°E, Cosford et al., 5 

2008), Heshang Cave (30.45°N, 110.42°E, Hu et al., 2008), Dongge cave (25.32°N, 108.09°E, Wang 6 

et al., 2005), and Jiuxian Cave (J, 33.34°N, 109.6°E, Cai et al., 2010). 7 

 8 

 9 

Fig. 10. Reconstructed speleothem oxygen isotope records (d18O, per mil) taken from different
caves in the East Asian monsoon region (cf. Fig. 1), i.e.: Lianhua Cave (29.29◦ N, 109.32◦ E,
Cosford et al., 2008), Heshang Cave (30.45◦ N, 110.42◦ E, Hu et al., 2008), Dongge cave
(25.32◦ N, 108.09◦ E, Wang et al., 2005), and Jiuxian Cave (J, 33.34◦ N, 109.6◦ E, Cai et al.,
2010).
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 1 

Fig. 11:  Simulated vertically integrated moisture flux (vector, kg/ms) and its convergence (shaded, 2 

10x10-5kg/m2s), i.e. convergence=blue (atmospheric moisture sink), divergence=red (atmospheric 3 

moisture source), as well as simulated change in vertically integrated moisture flux (vector, kg/ms) 4 

and its convergence (shaded, 10x10-5kg/m2s) between mid-Holocene and pre-industrial. 5 

Fig. 11. Simulated vertically integrated moisture flux (vector, kgm−1 s−1) and its convergence
(shaded, 10×10−5 kgm−2 s−1), i.e. convergence=blue (atmospheric moisture sink), diver-
gence= red (atmospheric moisture source), as well as simulated change in vertically integrated
moisture flux (vector, kgm−1 s−1) and its convergence (shaded, 10×10−5 kgm−2 s−1) between
mid-Holocene and pre-industrial.
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 1 

Fig. 12: Pentad of monsoon onset, maximum monsoon rainfall, and withdrawal based on the 2 

observational dataset of the Climate Prediction Centre (CMAP, 1979-2008, Xie and Arkin, 1997), 3 

calculated following the criteria of Wang and LinHo (2002).  4 

Fig. 12. Pentad of monsoon onset, maximum monsoon rainfall, and withdrawal based on the
observational dataset of the Climate Prediction Centre (CMAP, 1979–2008; Xie and Arkin,
1997), calculated following the criteria of Wang and LinHo (2002).
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Fig. 13: Simulated seasonal precipitation cycle [mm/day] for different time-slices (9k, 6k, 3k, 0k) and 2 

the different monsoon sub-regions in the Afro-Asian monsoon domain as well as the change in 3 

seasonal precipitation cycle (mm/day) between 9k/6k/3k and 0k, based on the transient Holocene 4 

simulation performed in KCM. The regions are: North African monsoon region (NAM), Indian 5 

monsoon region (ISM), East Asian monsoon region (EASM), and northern part of the East Asian 6 

monsoon region (NEASM). Please note the change in scale. 7 

Fig. 13. Simulated seasonal precipitation cycle [mmday−1] for different time-slices (9 k, 6 k,
3 k, 0 k) and the different monsoon sub-regions in the Afro-Asian monsoon domain as well as
the change in seasonal precipitation cycle (mmday−1) between 9 k/6 k/3 k and 0 k, based on
the transient Holocene simulation performed in KCM. The regions are: North African monsoon
region (NAM), Indian monsoon region (ISM), East Asian monsoon region (EASM), and northern
part of the East Asian monsoon region (NEASM). Please note the change in scale.
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 1 

Fig. 14: Solar incoming radiation at 50°N, 30°N and insolation gradient between 30°N and 30°S for 2 

different time-slices (9k,6k,3k) as anomaly to present-day insolation (0k), in W/m². 3 
Fig. 14. Solar incoming radiation at 50◦ N, 30◦ N and insolation gradient between 30◦ N and
30◦ S for different time-slices (9 k,6 k,3 k) as anomaly to present-day insolation (0 k), in Wm−2.
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 1 

Fig. 15: Reconstructed start, mid, and end time of the wettest period during the Holocene (in ky before 2 

present), based on the synthesis of records by Wang et al. 2010. 3 

Fig. 15. Reconstructed start, mid, and end time of the wettest period during the Holocene (in
ka before present), based on the synthesis of records by Wang et al. (2010).
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